BAREFOOT GARDENING...
THE HUMIC/FULVIC MISSING LINK:

“It’s in the Leaves!”
Marlenea La Shomb

Giving Your Cells
the “Charge”
They Need
to Thrive!

A

s gardeners we know that
everything starts with the soil
beneath our feet, full of
decomposed organic matter like
weeds, grasses and leaves, to name a
few. This compost will grow healthy
plants for healthy bodies. Lets take a
closer look at this whole process,
starting with the fungal spores on
the decaying matter.
Fungus is the kingdom of organisms that include yeasts, rusts,
molds—and the mushrooms that we
tend to put on our steaks and salads.
Fungus plays a major role in both the
health and disease of plants, animals,
and humans since they create both
enzymes and toxins. Having characteristics of both plants and animals,
fungi reproduce by asexual spores;
they are one-celled reproductive units. Spores
cannot be damaged even
with extreme heat, as in a
forest fire, and can lay
dormant for years. They

produce energy
without the use of oxygen
(they are anaerobic), and
can reproduce and live in
an oxygen-depleted environment. If it were not for
fungi present on the earth, we
would all be over our heads in dead
leaves and animals!

“Dust Unto Dust”

T

hink about the leaves growing on
your trees and bushes and the
grasses on the hillsides or lawns. The
fungal spores lie dormant and do
nothing while the living leaves and
grasses contain voltage. The action of
the fungal spores is suppressed by the
the energy in living things. Then,
when you cut the grass, or the season

arrives for the
leaves to drop to
the ground, the
voltage in the leaf
drops significantly. This signals the
fungus to “wake
up,” converting from
a spore to its adult fungal
form, doing what it is designed to do
best—converting decaying matter
into the components of vitamins,
minerals and amino acids that
become our soil. The scientific name
given to this rich and alive soil is
“humic acid.” It feeds our organically
grown plants, which in turn, feed us.
Humic acid is not a single acid,
like hydrochloric acid; rather, it is the
complex combination of all the broken-down components of what used
to be a leaf, a tree, an animal, etc. A
small but very important portion of
humic acid is called the fulvic. Fulvic
is the key that opens cell membranes
so that nutrients (vitamins, minerals,
amino acids, etc.) can pass into cells.
Now a seed is blown into the rich
dirt. It needs sunlight, water, and

CareyLyn Carter, founder of Mother
Earth Labs nutraceuticals. She
discovered Dr. Jerry Tennant’s
research and the missing humic/fulvic
link that helped her overcome inoperable brain tumors. She says: ”Fulvic
acts like mini-batteries, going around
and charging up and raising the voltage of everything that it
comes in contact with. When our cell’s membranes are fully
charged, nutrients can get inside the cells better.”
[YouTube: Healing Quest - Humic Fulvic]
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old the phone! Pesticides destroy the Humic
and the Fulvic, leaving soil and our veggies
lifeless! Below is an organic source of Humic and
Fulvic that can be harvested and used to replenish what modern farming has robbed us of.

H

nutrients to grow. The fulvic
opens the membranes of the seed
and allows this process to happen;
the seed grows into a healthy
plant containing nutrients along
with the humic/fulvic. The human
eats the plant (also containing the
humic/fulvic) and all necessary
nutrients needed for cells to do
their jobs. The fulvic now opens
the cell walls within the human so
nutrients can flow in. We are now
able to make healthy new cells that
reproduce and repair themselves—
until death, when “dust unto dust,”
the human is turned back into dirt in
the same way that the dead leaf was.
But, hold the phone! Modern
farming practices, especially pesticides kill the fungus! That means
there is no longer a process to continuously provide healthy soil with
humic/fulvic. The plants that grow
with fertilizers are deficient, we eat
them and eventually we become deficient as well. Without fulvic, the
(now depleted) nutrients we take in
can’t even enter the cells so they simply starve. Disease isn’t far behind.

Fungus/Voltage Factor

J

ust as leaves and dead animals are
decomposed by fungus as their
voltage drops, the same is true with
us humans; we are also filled with
fungus. There are about 70,000
species of fungus, 200 of which are
known to cause disease in humans.
As long as our

voltage is normal, the fungus is
dormant. However, when things like
stress, hypothyroidism, dental infections, lack of stomach acid, and
chemical toxins, such as fluoride,
chlorine, aspartame, Splenda, MSG,
antibiotics, or drugs, from our food
supply or environment, drops our
voltage below normal, the once
dormant fungus wakes up and begins
to eat US for lunch!
Iodine kills single-celled organisms like bacteria, viruses, fungi, and
protozoa, and these are unable to
develop a resistance to the iodine.
You want to ingest water-based
Lugol’s Iodine for this purpose. Fungi
and bacteria compete with each other
for their food supply. Good bacteria
in the gut help retard the growth of
fungi. These are two of your best
defenses. Pharmaceutical companies
use fungi to make antibiotics. When
you take antibiotics (fungal toxins),
they do go after the bacteria, but then
nothing goes after them! The amount
of fungal infection in your body is
directly related to the amount of
antibiotics you have taken over the

years.
Here are some examples of diseases caused or aggravated by fungi
in a low-voltage, low-oxygen (anaerobic) cellular environment: cancer,
migraines, Crohn’s, GERD, asthma,
chronic fatigue, candida, leukemia,
lymphoma, high cholesterol, hypertension, diabetes, infertility, and
ADHD.
Fermentation (feeding the fungus), requires sugar, which is lowvoltage and low-oxygen. If you crave
carbohydrates in the form of white
flour and sugar products, you are
feeding your fungus—it’s the fungal
overgrowth that is demanding to be
fed, not you!
So we see that fungus has the
daunting duality of both preventing
and causing disease. Humic/fulvic (in
organic produce) provides nutrition
and a charge of voltage to the cells
of living things. Fungus will create
disease when it finds cells that have
low voltage. Voltage controls oxygen
levels and oxygen levels in turn control fungus. So put those composted
leaves and table scraps back into your
gardens so you can have healthy
plants and a healty body again, as our
ancestors did. No garden? Support
your local farmer's markets! I
Happy Organic Gardening!
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ou can also purchase Humic/Fulvic as a supplement from Dr. Tennant’s Senergy Medical
Group. To order, call Tamara at (214) 379-1374. (Tell her Marlenea sent you!) Request more
info directly from Senergy at (972) 258-0545. Raw Materials—Basic Formula: Provides the
materials needed to make and maintain new cells. Combining the concentrated Humic and
Fulvic, nature’s most powerful electrolytes, creates cell recharging and balancing to restore
energy and vitality and to promote optimal cell functioning immediately. Fulvic and Humic carry
naturally occuring 74+ organic, ionic, macro, micro, and trace minerals and elements, and naturally occurring vitamins and amino acids. They are super-antioxidants that aggressively neutralize free radicals and bind heavy metals and other toxins to safely eliminate them from the body.
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